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When two women known as Tracy Knight and Marjorie Jones applied for a license to marry in Louisville, Kentucky, on July 8, 1970, their request “amused” the county attorney who investigated its legality. The purpose of marriage was “procreation,” according to a statement by James Hallahan, the county clerk who denied the young women’s request three days later. *Jones v. Hallahan*, the lawsuit the lesbian couple filed in protest—if taken seriously—could, according to Hallahan’s trial testimony, “be dangerous,” causing “breakdowns” in government and retarding “the continuity of the human race.” In a courtroom climate that ranged from raucous to quizzical to aggressively hostile, the women summarily lost their case and a subsequent appeal. What appears to have been only the second legal challenge for same-sex marriage in U.S. history faded quickly from local headlines and made few if any national ripples.¹

To most casual observers, gay marriage is a contemporary social controversy rather than a historical one. More than forty years after what a local newspaper pronounced “one of the most unusual trials in Kentucky history,” the significance of the nation’s first lesbian-marriage case has still never been fully examined. Although law-school textbooks routinely cite the case, relatively few people even in Louisville’s sizeable lesbian-gay-bisexual-transgender-queer (LGBTQ) community have heard of it. Oral history allows us to recover this neglected story and contextualize it as a key component of the 1970s gay liberation movement that followed on the heels of and was inspired by other 1960s-era liberation movements. Yet the difficulty of finding the lesbian and gay protagonists meant that only a few could be located to interview. While this challenge necessitated reliance on other kinds of sources, the resulting narratives underscore the depth
of the challenge Jones and Knight posed to the social and sexual order of the era. Only the oral histories reveal, for instance, that the two women used pseudonyms to ensure their safety in a cultural climate “so rough, so hostile” to homosexuality that, as Jones vividly explains, “you were afraid to go out sometimes.”

Although the case appeared as little more than a curiosity in 1970 newspaper coverage, the protagonists recognized the significance of the women’s pursuit of marriage rights. In the four months between Jones and Knight’s visit to the county clerk to request a marriage license and the subsequent trial to determine their right to have one, their quest inspired the city’s first open expression of gay-rights activism, the early phase of a social movement that has persisted for more than two generations. That was their intention, as Jones hesitantly explained forty-two years later: “We did it to help get a gay liberation movement started,” to “make people begin to realize that we’re human beings the same as [they] are.” Several of the two dozen or so young gays and lesbians who congregated in the clerk’s office and later in the courtroom to support Knight and Jones recall the experience as a galvanizing one, and the county attorney on the case remembered it decades later as “the first important trial” of his tenure.

Louisville’s early gay-marriage case offers insight into the evolution of today’s debates on gay marriage as well as the emergence of the broader U.S. gay rights movement. The fear expressed in that courtroom in 1970—that gay marriage would rock the social order—simmered at a low boil in Kentucky and nationwide until it motivated enough opponents to launch an anti-gay counter-movement at the end of the 1970s that became increasingly vocal in the late twentieth century. Into the twenty-first century, gay rights opponents led periodic regional and national campaigns and promoted more restrictive laws. They fought for a narrower, more gendered definition of marriage. In Kentucky, these campaigns coalesced most forcefully in a 2004 referendum that pitted two visions of citizenship against one another and enshrined heterosexual marriage into the state’s constitution, one of thirteen states that year to codify marriage as “one man and one woman.”

Struggles over the place of homosexuality in American culture continue today, but the cultural and political context in which they take place has shifted drastically in the last half a century, largely because of the movement for gay rights that burst into public consciousness with the Stonewall riots in New York City in mid-1969, the year before Louisville’s Jones v. Hallahan trial. The visibility and social acceptance of same-sex loving people is vastly greater than it was in 1970. Although thriving gay subcultures existed in most U.S. cities before the late 1960s—including Ohio Valley communities such as Louisville, Cincinnati, and Lexington—they remained largely “closeted,” living and loving among themselves in bars and more informal social gatherings, but keeping a low profile to remain largely hidden from the general public.
With the founding of the mostly male Mattachine Society in Los Angeles as the nation's first-ever pro-gay organization in 1951—and a corresponding lesbian organization, Daughters of Bilitis, in 1955—gays and lesbians had their first national "homophile" advocacy groups. Yet amid widespread cultural hostility, these groups focused on the most basic forms of social and cultural acceptance, such as permission to mail their materials or curbing rampant anti-gay violence. Alfred Kinsey's benchmark 1950s studies of human sexual behavior found that gays and lesbians constituted between 5 and 10 percent of all...
Americans. But gay life for much of the twentieth century was marked by frequent shame, scorn, and harsh discrimination. A 1969 Harris poll reported in Time magazine found, for example, that 63 percent of Americans considered homosexuals “harmful to American life” and regarded them with “a mixture of revulsion and apprehension.” The central themes of twentieth century gay and lesbian accounts of public life in the United States through the late 1960s remain, according to historian John D’Emilio, “silence, invisibility, and isolation.”

In response, a central element of the modern gay movement has been the simple act of “coming out of the closet,” which is what Knight and Jones did—and prompted others to do—by fighting publicly for their right to marry in 1970. Even county attorney J. Bruce Miller, who was not a supporter of gay rights at the time, later characterized the plaintiffs and their supporters as “pretty brave” through their willingness to appear publicly as gay in a court of law.

Same-sex marriage was a minor thrust of the more revolutionary, idealistic, counter-cultural currents of much of the 1970s gay liberation movement. Yet when Jones and Knight requested a license to marry from the county clerk’s office in Louisville, their bold move called new attention locally to the question of homosexuality. Denial of their license became the catalyst for the formation of what appears to have been the first openly gay-rights organization in Kentucky—the Louisville Gay Liberation Front, or LGLF.

What historian Martin Duberman describes as the “emblematic event in modern lesbian and gay history,” marking the
emergence of a gay rights movement, had taken place the summer before in New York City. In June 1969, hundreds of the city’s gays, lesbians, and transsexuals took to the streets to protest the routinely brutal harassment of gay bar patrons at the Stonewall Inn. In Louisville, however, daily newspapers barely took note of the street rioting at Stonewall. Local readers had to look to the city’s more radical, youth-oriented weekly, Free Press of Louisville, to learn of the upsurge of “Gay Liberation!” triggered by the Stonewall protests. Among them, a small group of local gay and lesbian youth who had been involved in or influenced by earlier social movements of the 1960s began identifying with gay liberation. Some had gained valuable political experience in local movements such as the African American freedom struggle, the anti-Vietnam movement, or the women’s liberation upsurges that had swept the city as the 1960s unfolded. Others—such as Marge Jones—were new to activism, drawn by the notion of wider public acceptance of their sexuality.

On July 9, the day after the county clerk denied Knight and Jones a marriage license, the couple joined a group of thirteen women and seven men who met for the first time in an apartment on Belgravia Court in Old Louisville and announced the establishment of a Louisville Gay Liberation Front (LGLF). Various social movements of the 1960s and the rise of a hippie counterculture, both nationally and locally, had produced a climate of experimentation and social change that inspired young gays to address their own plight. Lynn Pfuhl, one of two youthful co-leaders and a primary instigator of the Louisville Gay Liberation Front, remembers how gay Louisville rallied as the 1970s dawned: “There was a change in the bar [The Downtowner, Louisville’s main gay bar at that time] every night. At closing time, we would gather in a circle and sing together this song…. I forget the lyrics but you may remember, ‘United we stand / divided we fall / [and] if our backs should ever be against the wall / well be together.’” That song—which Pfuhl might have recognized as an old trade union tune—would become a gay anthem later in the decade.

The currents of social dissent for the generation known today as the “baby boomers” had begun with African American youth-led protests against racial segregation in 1960. They broadened as the 1960s unfolded to address other injustices, creating fertile ground for the emergence of “Gay Liberation” far beyond the major metropolitan coastal cities more popularly associated with gay subcultures. Louisville’s GLF was one of many initiatives by that name that sprang up all around the nation after young veterans of earlier social movements—galvanized by the happenings at Stonewall—first formed a Gay Liberation Front group in New York in late 1969. Jim Fouratt, a countercultural figure with a background in the “New Left” and a co-founder of New York’s GLF, traveled across the South and Midwest soon afterward to encourage “gay lib” activism. Fouratt may have come through Louisville on that trip, and the New York GLF, receiving coverage in Louisville’s alternative press, almost certainly inspired Pfuhl and others to act.
But LGLF founders recall no encounter with Fouratt, insisting instead that the group was a purely local initiative that took its name from the many “liberation fronts” that animated 1960s radical protests. As Lynn Pfuhl explains:

This was entirely homegrown. I got all the political papers and we read about what was going on. The gay community was coming out of its shell…. Then we started to organize. There were meetings. “What do we call ourselves?” We were certainly leftist-identified, with everything that was going on in Vietnam—gay, this liberation front, that liberation front, so we [became] the Louisville Gay Liberation Front.10

In its initial statement to the press, the group outlined concerns that would animate the gay rights movement for a long while: “We are human beings. We are a legitimate segment of society and we want the same opportunity for happiness enjoyed by everyone else.” A spokesperson for the new LGLF attributed its formation to the scornful dismissal of the license request the previous day by the Jefferson County attorney. Bruce Miller had told reporters that he found “nothing of value” in Jones and Knight’s request to marry, pronouncing it “simply the pure pursuit of hedonistic and sexual pleasure” by the women. Marjorie Jones spoke at the founding LGLF meeting to emphasize that “we can no longer allow ourselves to be characterized as sordid, perverted freaks.” Several in attendance responded by decrying the stigma that surrounded every aspect of their lives. The day after the LGLF convened, thirty-nine-year old Jones and twenty-five-year-old Knight challenged that stigma more blatantly by filing a lawsuit to marry.11

When she penned the founding documents of the LGLF, Pfuhl was a twenty-five-year-old militant idealist whose odyssey into gay and lesbian liberation in the late 1960s illustrates the way more than a few young activists became key players in social movements of the era. She was schooled in direct action as a high school student, one of only two whites to sit in and endure arrest with African American youth picketing Louisville’s segregated downtown department stores in 1961. Pfuhl came to activism early in life; she was what historians call a “red diaper baby,” her parents longtime members of the Communist Party (or “Old Left”) in Dayton, Ohio, before they relocated to Louisville during her childhood. By the time she reached adulthood, Pfuhl—never a member of the Communist Party herself—favored the “New Left” over the Old. During the 1960s, she became active in various social causes that she saw as interlocking. She also came to terms with her lesbianism and joined the Daughters of Bilitis at some point prior to 1970. At the time she helped start the LGLF, Pfuhl had a Master’s degree in English from the University of Louisville, worked independently as a prostitute, and shared an apartment with Mike Randall, a gay hairdresser and cross-dressing performer who became co-leader of the group.12
A bold personality and a talented writer, Pfuhl played an instrumental role in organizing the LGLF and was among its most radical adherents. Micky Nelson, a lesbian and self-described “hippie child” who came into the group as a teen a few months into its existence, respected Pfuhl enormously, but also recalls how she tended to intimidate more mainstream members. Nelson concluded that “it takes that kind of person to lead whatever movement: the person who’s on the edge, who’s on the fringe.” Throughout its existence, the LGLF faced an identity crisis that mirrored the dilemma of the gay movement more broadly: reconciling an appeal for mass social acceptance with lifestyles, views, and practices decidedly at odds with mainstream American culture—some socially conscripted, others by choice.

Particularly in the context of 1960s countercultural challenges to sexism, racism, and traditional mores, the new gay liberation movement brought younger gays who viewed sex, gender, and social relations in more fluid terms into contact with an older gay culture that was unconventional but in ways that nonetheless relied on traditional gender and sexual conventions that some younger lesbians and gays found strange. Nelson typifies that interaction, as her memory of her first LGLF meeting suggests:

I expected since I’d seen the ad in the Free Press that these would all be young hippie-dippie types, kind of androgynous and jeans and unisex haircuts. When I got there it was different. There was some of that variety, but there were also a lot of role-playing butch-femme folks, and that was my first exposure to that. It was kind of interesting to me to see that there was a woman there who had on a flannel shirt and she had her breasts bound underneath it. She was wearing men’s trousers with a firm crease down the front; she had some sort of Florsheim wing-tips [shoes] and men’s socks…. I was kind of wowed by the whole experience. I thought, well, these are my people, we are all kinds of different ways but we have something in common, and let’s see what it’s about.

By all accounts, the LGLF, though it attracted a disproportionate number of young radicals, had relaxed attitudes toward sexual preferences and a diverse membership when it came to gender expression. The group consisted mostly of white members, and although they generally opposed racism, sexism, and the Vietnam War, many were not immune to social prejudices beyond sexuality. The one consistent African American member, a young railroad worker who once faced the threat of racist violence from another member’s parents, could not be located to interview.

Besides supporting Jones and Knight’s marriage campaign, the LGLF launched drives that sought to increase gay visibility. The group attracted members largely by features and ads in the Free Press; for a time Jim Thompson, brother of “gonzo” journalist Hunter S. Thompson, authored an advice column for gays in the paper. The LGLF also relied on word of mouth, spread at gay bars and in public spaces.
like the University of Louisville or Guthrie Green, a small downtown park where countercultural youth often convened to play music and socialize. Gay bars like the Queen Bee and the Downtowner offered the first sites at which to organize. The bars did a “bumper crop of business,” according to one patron, yet the group’s attempts to promote collective action there often met a cold reception. Bar owners initially barred the LGLF from leafleting their establishments, and they banned the group altogether after its members attempted to organize a boycott to demand lower prices and more democratic governance. Owners at the Downtowner, according to several interviewees, hosed down an LGLF group that tried to leaflet in front of the entrance. Targeting gay bars was probably not a good idea, Pfuhl surmised years later, “sort of like biting the hand that fed us.” Gay bar owners were ambivalent about the idea of a movement for gay liberation. Nelson recalls a Downtowner employee telling her that “if it were okay to be gay and be publicly affectionate with your partner or just to sit with a group of [gay] friends and have drinks, that somehow there wouldn’t be as much business for the gay bars.” The owners had some basis for their fears, judging from the diminishing gay bar scene in Louisville in recent years.15

The LGLF dispatched small delegations of members to regional universities and other entities willing to host them. As Micky Nelson explains, “It was our intention to demystify [our] sexuality and let them see that we’re the people next door, we’re the people in the market, we’re the people at the laundromat. We would go in there and spend the first fifteen minutes introducing ourselves, doing a little history of Stonewall, talking about how we fit in.” In conjunction with these efforts, the LGLF established the first local telephone “hot line” for those struggling with questions of their sexuality. By the fall of 1970 and after some controversy, the LGLF
also established a “gay studies” class through the University of Louisville’s “Free University.” The program offered noncredit evening courses open to all local residents, featuring a wide array of topics not available in the university’s student curriculum. The university administration defied a legislative inquiry to allow the program, maintaining a distinction between its educational curriculum and offerings through the Free University. But in order to continue, the class needed a full-time faculty member as sponsor, and Dr. Edwin Segal, a young anthropologist relatively new to town, agreed to assist. Pfuhl described the class as having an informal, drop-in format that featured different gay speakers willing to be “out.” It drew between twelve and thirty attendees depending on the discussion topic, consisting mostly of “curiosity-seekers” who wished to, as she put it, “meet and greet a queer.”

The LGLF approach to local organizing depended—just as earlier New Left social movements had—on “consciousness-raising.” This tactic, developed in the southern civil rights movement and popularized by women’s liberationists, used one-on-one dialogue and personal narrative to get people to understand one another’s experiences. Consciousness-raising was integral to the LGLF and, according to Segal, was part of the “tenor of the times”:

What people were interested in [was] “you understanding where I come from” rather than “give me my formal rights.” There’s a real difference there…. I think the feeling was that legislation would be easy if people just understood. If people understood, things would just flow nicely. Of course, we know a very different kind of world today in that regard.
Such efforts, Segal recalls, created moments in the cultural climate that could feel freer and more open-minded than contemporary American culture, even in the wake of four decades of gay social movement organizing and greatly increased visibility.17

Coming together at the tail end of considerable social movement activism, the LGLF worked closely with other progressive, left-leaning organizations working locally for women’s rights, black liberation, and against the Vietnam War. Although Pfuhl still feels that “the left wasn’t all that prepared” for gay liberation, young radicals of that era often welcomed gay activists who could add numbers to rallies for other social justice causes. Pfuhl’s reflections on the period evoke a sense of unity among activists that, if highly sentimentalized, remains positive:

One of the beautiful things about it then: like flowers we all sprang up in the same garden and entwined with each other, making each other stronger. If one group had a demonstration, everybody was there. If the welfare mothers needed support against a cut, the gays and lesbians were there. If it was a civil rights demonstration, the anti-war [trails off]…everybody worked together.

Nonetheless, LGLF members believed they should establish their participation as gay and lesbian people. They did so by their appearances and by their slogans, with mixed results. At a local picket protesting a visit by Vice President Spiro Agnew in the fall of 1970, for example, a visibly gay LGLF contingent responded to cries from fellow protesters that “Agnew is a fag” by chanting, “Gay is Good, Agnew’s not.” Micky Nelson remembers her sense of satisfaction when the whole crowd—mostly heterosexuals—joined in with “Gay is good!” while others in the LGLF made a poster that read “Freaking Fag Revolutionaries Against Agnew.”18

Such political theatre appealed to many young militants, and the LGLF enlarged its ranks. In the four months between the filing of Jones and Knight’s lawsuit and their day in court, the LGLF had given new visibility to the plight of gay and lesbian Louisvillians, especially among the “baby boom” generation. Yet that early 1970s sense of possibility met much greater resistance when it confronted state power directly.19

Various interviews and news accounts reveal that the LGLF coalesced only in the aftermath of Jones and Knight’s initial visit to the county clerk for a marriage license, but the two women had been in close contact with the handful of gay
liberationists who founded the LGLF. What Jones described later as their desire to step forward and seek marriage as a way of movement building appears to have been the brainchild of criminal attorney David Kaplan, a brash figure who usually sported a cigar in his mouth and had represented Jones on several previous occasions. According to other LGLF recollections, Kaplan—whom local attorneys nicknamed “Santa Anna” for his pugnacious tenacity—and his law partner, Stuart Lyon, may have solicited the women as a marriage “test case” not so much to advance gay rights as to make a name for themselves, at a time when “Gay Liberation” was garnering headlines across the nation.20

Although the couple’s primary motivation for wishing to marry seems to have been political, a witness for the defense in the *Jones v. Hallahan* trial remembered later that they “seemed sincere” in their love for each other, and their trial testimony included direct statements of their devotion, as in Jones’s comment that she wished to marry Knight “because I’m a lesbian and I’m very much in love with Tracy.” “Margo” Jones, fourteen years older than Knight, had twice been married to men and had three children, one of whom, a fifteen-year-old son, was a minor at the time of the trial. Jones co-owned the LAM Reducing Salon on Jefferson Street, which boasted the slogan, “If your figure isn’t becoming to you, you should be coming to us.” Formerly Margo’s Wig Boutique, the salon appears to have offered services that ranged from diet advice to hairstyling to massage to escorts. Tracy Knight (her stage name) allegedly earned her living as a “go-go dancer” in a heterosexual night club on weeknights, then performed as a male impersonator in gay bars on weekends. Jones recalls that she had first seen Knight onstage at a local gay bar: “She could go either way…she could go as a woman, or she could go as a man. She was a beautiful girl and she was really an entertainer.” (Fortunately for the pair the cross-dressing did not come out at trial.) Knight had already challenged the law on behalf of gay rights once before. In late-1960s Houston, Texas, she and more than twenty other lesbians arrested in a gay bar had been represented by well-known Texas criminal attorney Percy Foreman in setting aside an ordinance preventing women from wearing front-zipped pants.21

Confronted by the hostile climate in Louisville at that time, the couple understandably felt uncomfortable revealing their real names and details of their lives. After the county clerk denied their initial license request, county attorney Bruce Miller, upon learning about Jones’s underage son, railed to the press that he intended to investigate her for “contributing to the delinquency of a minor.” In 2011, Miller still vividly recalled that “my attitude about that was they can do whatever they want to do, but to drag…kids into it is outrageous. I mean, I could accept the fact that they were doing what they were doing, [but] they ought to not involve children…. I remember that really blew my gasket.” He never followed through with his threat, but he made it again at trial, by which time he
had frightened the couple sufficiently to prompt Jones to send her son to live elsewhere while they pursued the lawsuit. At one point in the days leading up to the trial, Knight even phoned the county attorney at home to implore him not to disrupt Jones’s family. Such was the cost of “coming out” in 1970, although Miller’s threats also seemed to prompt a small upsurge of support for Jones’s parental rights from a few heterosexual mothers who wrote in to the newspapers.22

The militant, sometimes outrageously radical gay liberation movement that coalesced at the end of the 1960s did not make gay marriage a central part of its agenda, but neither were Jones and Knight the only gay couple of their era to pursue marriage equality. A few couples had tried to get legally married in the 1950s, but amid widespread hostility to homosexuality such appeals had little impact in an era known for its “domestic containment,” according to one historian of marriage. By the 1960s, however, amid movements for civil, women’s, and gay rights, “containment” was under siege on many fronts. Sixties-era women’s liberation icons like Kate Millett, for example, excoriated marriage as an inherently oppressive instrument of patriarchy. As articles from the Free Press attest, many women, along with plenty of adolescent dissenters, fled the nuclear family, sometimes at great personal cost (as Marjorie Jones appears to have done), and some condemned monogamy as outmoded.23

But for Jones, Knight, and others like them, the critiques of traditional marriage also made gay marriage seem within the realm of possibility. Only a few weeks before the Louisville couple went to the county clerk, two gay men sought a marriage license in Minneapolis, and that summer several male couples did the same in California. Jones recalls that incident as having inspired her and Knight, noting wryly that “the boys had just applied, and we couldn’t let the boys get ahead of us.” Over the next two years, a handful of same-sex pairs—white and black, wealthy and working-class—applied for marriage licenses in cities from Tampa to Hartford to Milwaukee to Los Angeles. Many other gay and lesbian couples performed their own wedding ceremonies extralegally. Jones and Knight did so too in the months between their license appeal and their trial. In the company of friends and Jones’s young-adult daughter, they were married in a highly theatrical but formal “gay liberation ceremony” in a gay bar in Lexington. But only the Minneapolis and Louisville couples, followed by a third pair in Washington a couple of years later, took the next step of filing lawsuits. Many states, including Kentucky, had legal definitions of marriage that did not explicitly bar same-sex unions. The notion of marriage as a heterosexual institution was so deeply assumed that lawmakers perceived no need to designate it as such. That opening in Kentucky law—bolstered by a new climate of possibility—enabled the suit that became Jones v. Hallahan.24

On November 11, 1970, what the plaintiffs’ attorneys acknowledged was a “case of first impression in Kentucky” finally came to trial. It began inauspiciously, reflecting the “revulsion and apprehension” toward gays that a majority
of Americans had reported in a Harris poll the year before. Most of the audience for the trial, in contrast, consisted of gay liberation supporters, about two dozen in all. But presiding Judge Lyndon Schmid, a longtime jurist probably in his seventies, was “obviously revolted” by the case, according to the recollections of County Attorney Miller. Schmid set the tone for the trial when he allegedly began the proceedings by calling the lawyers and their clients to the bench and inquiring of the plaintiffs, “Which one of you is the he-she?” His comment referred to women who dressed and behaved as men, and he used a term that had gained currency beyond gay and transsexual subcultures in the wake of the highly sensationalized male-to-female sex-change operation of ex-soldier Christine Jorgensen in 1952. The judge’s comment garnered a chuckle from county attorney Miller, to which LGLF supporters responded by booing and hissing. Schmid then allegedly instructed the court reporter not to report his query, saying “I don’t want this on the record.” Turning to Knight—who acknowledged having applied for the license as the “husband”—Schmid noted that he found her beige pantsuit “offensive.” “She is a woman,” he proclaimed, and insisted that she wear a skirt in his courtroom. The trial adjourned briefly while Knight returned home and exchanged her pantsuit for a lime-green mini-dress. Thereafter, in spite of a few instances when Schmid silenced booing from LGLF onlookers, the proceedings unfolded with an air of solemnity. Yet Miller reflected years later that the judge’s opening comments and his own laughter had tainted the atmosphere.25
Both sides offered their arguments in a hearing that lasted for more than two hours. Four decades later, a scholar of sexual orientation law observed that even the pretense of hearing the full case was “amazing” in an era when most gay marriage cases tended to go directly to summary judgments without benefit of a trial. The public’s view of the case as “bizarre” or “a curiosity” may have actually encouraged its being heard. Nor did the couple face a backlash in response to their quest, even though the county attorney always maintained that the climate surrounding homosexuality “in 1970, in Louisville, Kentucky…was repulsive, it was simply not going to be accepted.” Cross-examination began with the county clerk, James Hallahan, who restated his tale of denying the license. University of Louisville anthropologist Ed Segal then testified for the plaintiffs, offering research from other cultures that permitted same-sex unions. Miller, in defense of the state, objected to Segal’s testimony, and Judge Schmid allowed the evidence only as an “avowal,” ruling that the court was “only concerned about this culture.” A psychologist, Sandor Klein, also testified for the plaintiffs, stating that he had examined the women and pronounced them mentally sound and able to relate socially to men but not “able to…have what we call a normal heterosexual relationship.”

In representing the plaintiffs, Lyon and Kaplan advocated for a strict construction of Kentucky’s marriage statute to permit the couple to wed because the law did not stipulate a male and a female partner, nor did the marriage license ask for the sex of applicants. The county attorney countered this argument fairly handily, focusing on the widely stigmatized status of homosexuality. He even used the plaintiffs’ own statements under oath about the discrimination they faced—offered to explain why they wished to marry—as fodder for his contention that same-sex love lay so far outside “the ethics of public policy…the social fabric, nature and everything else in this country” that the framers of the statute had not considered or intended any alternative to heterosexual marriage. In response, the plaintiffs’ attorneys called on the First, Eighth, Ninth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution, outlining a range of injuries suffered by their clients connected to the right to privacy, the right to free association, cruel and unusual punishment, equal protection, freedom of religion, and due process. Although Kaplan and Lyon made virtually no headway with these constitutional arguments, they outlined the “threads” that would become standard constitutional doctrine in gay marriage advocacy by the 1990s. Reflecting on the case record, legal scholar Sam Marcosson notes, “any modern constitutional scholar would look at that trial transcript and see that all of the pieces were there waiting.”

The Jones case also stands as part of the larger social and legal movements associated with the 1960s and 1970s (or what scholars sometimes call the “long 1960s”) that questioned the naturalness of social categories such as race and sex in the law. Just as grassroots movements of the era owed a debt to the powerful example provided by the African American civil rights movement, legal
challenges such as Lyon and Kaplan offered in Louisville owed a debt to the U.S. Supreme Court’s 1967 ruling in *Loving v. Virginia*, which had struck down laws barring interracial marriage. By the time of the *Jones* trial, the Kentucky legislature had still not amended the state’s marriage statute to allow interracial marriage, a discrepancy the plaintiffs’ attorneys unsuccessfully attempted to use to bolster their case.28

More significant than the legal aspects of the trial, perhaps, were its social and educational features, particularly for those gathered in the courtroom. Both women testified at length on their own behalf. Although she faced the humiliation of the judge sitting in front of her as she testified, Knight offered an eloquent corrective to the stereotyped and patronizing treatment she received from courtroom officials. Marriage, Knight argued, would provide “security and companionship,” but she also hoped it would “help the cause of other homosexuals.” She added the poignant prediction that “maybe in twenty years…society will try to understand and accept the homosexuals.” Anticipating arguments that would receive a wider airing in the future, Knight explained in detail the greater economic security marriage would allow the couple, citing the savings on tax and insurance. In answer to Miller’s query about lesbian sex roles, Knight—in what might be seen as an extended rejoinder to the judge’s opening query—elaborated: “It seems as though what really the public knows about homosexuality has been learned from dirty books…. We’re both women and we do not take a man’s stand either in our social or sexual affairs…. The public is confused. The only real identity that a woman plays in a lesbian role is a woman who loves a woman.” She calmly countered the stereotype of lesbians as “man-hating” and offered clarification of then-unfamiliar and sensationalized terms, including at one point defining the difference between “lesbian” and “transvestite” for the judge.29 Knight was a product of the same gay liberation that propelled in-your-face protests around the U.S., but both she and Jones skillfully combined openly rebellious transgressiveness with the good manners expected of women in a Kentucky courtroom.

Knight and Jones maintained their aplomb while discussing their sexual preferences and beliefs, but their confidence floundered when the county attorney began inquiring about Jones’s children. Although sodomy was illegal at the time in Kentucky (and remained so until 1992), Miller did not threaten either woman with sodomy charges, though he could easily have pursued them. He inquired only briefly about their sex acts, mentioning sodomy only once during the trial, and only then in the context of whether such behavior had taken place under the same roof as Jones’s minor son. Although Miller remembered years later how he and his colleagues in the courtroom had joked privately about needing to wash their hands after the trial, it appears that he opted to preserve some sense of decorum in what could have become a more highly sensationalized event.30
The city’s most public lesbian couple had their day in court, and they received enthusiastic support from fellow LGLF members in and out of the courtroom. But the women’s quest for legal marriage died a quick death at the hands of Kentucky’s legal system. At the trial’s conclusion, few expected the plaintiffs’ request for a mandatory injunction to win approval. Schmid gave the attorneys additional time to prepare their brief after the trial concluded. He issued his ruling on February 19, 1971, declaring that the statute had never been intended to allow homosexual marriage. The judge’s five-page denial of the women’s request noted that “there is no reason why we should condone and abet a spirit of what is accepted as perverted lust,” but his pejorative remarks did not even prompt an LGLF rally in response. Nationally and locally, social acceptance of gays and gay marriage remained low. Even the gay liberation movement beyond Kentucky placed little value in gay marriage. While the Jones case was pending, a New York paper, Gay Power, editorialized that “The Gay Lib movement does not need these kinds of tactics.” In November 1973, the Supreme Court of Kentucky summarily rejected Lyon and Kaplan’s appeal. Although the attorneys insisted that the case would go on to the U.S. Supreme Court, they did not pursue it beyond the state, in part perhaps because Jones was deeply shaken by the threat to her parental rights. The case that had lifted up the idea of same-sex marriage so boldly died with little fanfare. Jones and Knight, intimidated by the prospect of further threats to their family, receded from public activism in Louisville.31

The extraordinary courage of early activists who “came out” amid widespread social censure previewed in surprisingly prescient ways the expansion of gay-rights activism across the Ohio Valley and the nation over the next twenty years, much as Knight had predicted it would. Knight and Jones’s challenge to heterosexual marriage also anticipated the legal arguments that would develop and widen in the late twentieth century and reignite in earnest in the twenty-first. In the short run, the legal lesson activists learned from the Jones case and the handful of similar 1970s gay-marriage lawsuits was to avoid such “unwinnable” situations until more grassroots organizing made victory more likely. Although their lawsuit did not provoke any serious threat to the status quo, early litigants like Knight and Jones were “pioneers,” according to constitutional scholar Sam Marcosson, and it would take the movement a while to catch up.32

Undeterred by the verdict, LGLF activists continued to organize at the community level throughout 1971 and into 1972 to counter the widespread fear and ignorance of homosexuality. Outrageous, radical, and outspoken like its instigator Lynn Pfuhl, the Louisville GLF had a brief heyday of two years. The sense of unity she recalls—though consistent with many other young activists’ memories across the nation—was short-lived. The group never fully recovered after some of them established a “Gay Lib” house on Bonnycastle Avenue in Louisville’s
Highlands neighborhood. Both minors and marijuana passed through the house, and police raided it in late 1971, resulting in more than two dozen arrests and the departure or retreat of many of the gay liberation movement’s leaders.33

Gay activism did not stop in Louisville, but it took a quieter turn for the next few years, with the emphasis on internal community building even as more gays and lesbians “came out.” As a result, little if any overlap exists in biographies between the handful of New Left youth who founded the Louisville GLF and the new group of activists who in 1991 established Louisville’s Fairness Campaign, an organization dedicated to achieving gay rights within a wider social justice framework of coalition-building with other causes. The two movements were separated by the discovery and spread of AIDS, the rise of the Religious Right, currents of separatism that made it hard to organize beyond single-identity politics, and regional and national momentum both for and against the expansion of liberties for same-sex-loving people. Yet these two generations of Louisville’s gay movement share some common ground. Both, for example, were distinctively lesbian-led, in contrast to many similarly situated local campaigns. Appropriately, perhaps, the issue of gay marriage also unites both eras of Louisville’s gay movement, as the 2004 battle waged by Fairness Campaign supporters to defeat the Kentucky constitutional amendment on marriage attests. Ironically, two of the five LGLF veterans who offered their memories for this essay became among the early same-sex couples to wed legally in the twenty-first century—though they had to travel to other states to do so.34

The 1970s LGBTQ pioneers faced profound costs for their activism, and here oral history can uncover what some early sexuality scholars argue has been “hidden from history,” revealing complexities that written sources cannot. It took years to find Marjorie Jones because she had used a pseudonym. Yet her bittersweet memories of both the bravado of coming out and the fear prompted by the county attorney’s threats against her family remain pointed even after more than four decades. “I just wanted to get the movement going,” she explains, “that was all, and I used to get out there and march with them in the parades. But I just never thought that they would try to take my kids away from me.” The women’s relationship outlasted what Jones remembers as the “strains of the trial.” But a few years later, Knight—who Jones remembers as “a fighter” for the cause—left Louisville, changed her name, lost touch with Jones and other LGLF friends, and cut all ties to that part of her past. Of the few who could be located, virtually every Louisville gay liberationist who offered memories for this essay revealed a fierce pride blended with vivid recollections of losses and even a few regrets in recalling that period of their lives.35

The saga of the Louisville Gay Liberation Front and Jones v. Hallahan remains a small part of the history of lesbian-gay-bisexual-transgender-queer people in the Ohio Valley. In the burgeoning scholarship on modern U.S. gay and lesbian history, the LGLF and the Jones case represent scarcely more than footnotes. Most of the published histories document movements in major metropolitan cities on the
east and west coasts. The cutting-edge struggles of people like Marjorie Jones, Tracy Knight, Lynn Pfuhl, and their comrades in the LGLF argue for more attention to gay history in the Ohio Valley. The challenges of and circuitous route for locating the protagonists suggests a different regional trajectory for the LGBTQ movement that those urban coastal histories, important though they may be, do not fully address.

The author wishes to thank Louisville writer and history collector David Williams for invaluable assistance in providing source materials, inspiration, and ideas for this essay. Special thanks also to Professor Sam Marcosson for contextualizing the case law in the essay.
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